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Club Meeting July 9
to Hear KX5SP
The Big Bend ARC will meet Tuesday, June 11,
at 7:30 pm in the Community Room of the West
Texas National Bank building. The bank is located in downtown Alpine at 101 E Avenue E.
Following the business portion of the meeting,
members will hear a presentation by Steve Posner, KX5SP about the use of amateur radio during
emergencies in foreign countries. Steve works for
the federal government as a communications consultant during emergencies.
The public is welcome to attend.

Big Bend ARC Participates in Field Day
On the weekend of June 22 & 23, members of the
Big Bend ARC gathered at the Double Diamond
Ranch south of Alpine to participate in Field Day
exercises.The event is an attempt to prepare themselves for communications emergencies.
This year the final score was about 6,300 points.
The club operated four stations including CW,
SSB, VHF and a Get On the Air station.
The CW station scored 796 QSO's despite their
antenna being put together incorrectly. After they
found out they took it down and fixed it. The SSB
station score 888 Q's including the GOTA stations
51. On the VHF station, the operators had 73 Q's

Alpine, Texas
all FT8. CW and Digital QSO's count two points
each.
With bonus points the club's score is about 500
points less than last year.

Rare Grid Squares in Big
Bend On the Air
by Marshall Williams, K5QE
Hello to all interested in chasing grids on 6M. The
K5N group is planning a grid DXpedition to three
of the most wanted grids in the Big Bend region
of Texas. We are planning to activate DL79,
DL89, and DL88. Our plans are NOT completely
final, but here is the best estimate that I can give
at this point.
Arliss-W7XU, Bill-N5YA, and myself-K5QE
will depart east TX on July the 2nd and drive to
Study Butte, TX. We believe that we will arrive
late on the afternoon/evening of July 3rd. However, it is quite possible that we will not get there
until mid-day of the 4th of July. We will probably setup in the evening of the 4th, when it is not
so hot. So, it is possible that we will be on the air
the evening of the 4th. If not, we will finish setup
on the 5th and then get on the air then. The RV
park supposedly has WiFi, but I have been told
that it is "spotty". That probably means that it
does not work....HI.
Dan-N5TM is planning to drive over on the 5th,

but will not arrive until the evening. Kyle-KA5D
and Ivan-KG5UNR will arrive on the evening of
July 6th(Saturday).

This is the best that I can come up with right
now. Things can and probably will change.
Hopefully, the changes will be small.

After I am firmly established in DL89, Arliss and
Bill are going to drive down to DL88 and put that
on the air. There will be NO cell or Internet in
DL88, so you will just have to watch out for
them. I should be able to post when they leave,
but I will not be able to tell when they actually arrive OR when they are able to get on the air.

73 es GL....the K5N Team

I believe that Arliss and Bill will return to Study
Butte on the 8th of July to help us pack and move
to DL79. Again, this is NOT the final word on all
this, it is just as close as I can estimate.
Assuming all of the above, we will move to Presido, TX on the evening of the 8th. We will setup
on the morning of the 9th. In Presidio, we will
have Internet, either via the RV park or via an
AT&T hot spot. On the morning of the 13th, we
will tear down and begin the long drive home.
We have not decided on which calls we will use.
Remember, we will have two stations on the air at
the same time. While I have secured our
traditional K5N call from July 6th to July 13th,
we cannot use that call for both places at the same
time, because there would be mass confusion
about which grid folks were working. I have applied for the K5N call from July 3rd to July 5th,
so we could use that call for the entire time we
were down there. ARRL is being a bit slow on
that, however. We have not decided on the frequencies we will use. Some have suggested that
we just get into the pile and run FT8 on
50.313MHz. Others say that we should adopt a
frequency close to that but not right on .313. Of
course, we are hoping for a big Es opening while
we are down there...most especially for Arliss and
Bill while they are in DL88. I cannot speak for
the DL88 crew, but when FT8 and Es are dead,
we will entertain the troops with meteor scatter
using MSK144, most probably on 50.260MHz.

Arliss-W7XU
Bill-N5YA
Dan-N5TM
Kyle-KA5D
Ivan-KG5UNR
Marshall-K5QE

Restraint Urged in Response to 2Meter Reallocation Proposal
Editor's Note: The original proposal was brought
to the attention of this editor by Steve Ritchie,
W5JSR with followup from Dale Durham, W5WI,
the West Texas Section Manager. The below article is from the ARRL.
Representatives of International Amateur Radio
Union (IARU) member-societies in Europe are
advising restraint in the wake of a proposal to
consider the allocation of 146 – 148 MHz to the
Aeronautical Mobile Service (AMS) at World Radiocommunication Conference 2023 (WRC-23).
France recently raised the prospect during a European Conference of Postal and Telecommunications Administrations (CEPT) meeting in Prague,
held in advance of WRC-19. A WRC-19 agenda
item would call for studying a range of frequencies for AMS applications, including 144 – 146
MHz, and a decision could be made at WRC-23.
The French draft resolution seeks studies of
possible new AMS primary allocations in several
bands in the range from 144 MHz to 22.2 GHz on
a primary basis, “while ensuring the protection of
existing services in those bands and, as
appropriate, adjacent bands, and not constraining
future development of these services.”
The Radio Society of Great Britain (RSGB)
released a statement this week, in part pointing
that as proposed, the French resolution “is not an
eviction or re-allocation of amateurs, but
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BIG BEND EMERGENCY NET REPORT
From WA5ROE

Date
June 5

22

Date

June 12

8

June 19

18

KG5LMG - Marvin

June 26

20

KA5PVB - Chuck

Net
Check Length Remarks
Control
-ins
06/02/19 WA5ROE 32
35
06/09/19 WA5ROE 36
38
06/16/19 WA5ROE 36
33
Field Day
06/23/19 W5NPR
46
30
W5DBF, SK
06/30/19 WA5ROE 33
30
Remember – the BBEN meets every Sunday on
3922 KHz at 8:15 a.m. Central time (either CST
or CDT). Visitors are always welcome. Early
check-ins are welcome beginning around 8:05
a.m. on 3922 kHz or on the BBARC repeater
system or on EchoLink.

2-Meter Net
Our 2 meter net meets EVERY Wednesday at
8:00 PM (local time) on the clubs repeater system
network. These are good training grounds for
potential emergency situations as well as helping
new hams in the area to have an easy way to get
use to "talking on the radio"!
Our club website (www.bigbendarc.com) has all
the information about our 2 meter net. This
includes the Net Control members schedule, the
"script" (supplied only as a guide to insure that
the important information is given out weekly you can use it anyway you see fit) and a list of the
recent check-in members.
If you have an interest in joining the NET
CONTROL STATIONS as an operator, please
call me (432/837-2257) or holler during the
Wednesday Net. We could really use a couple of
extra hands to be NCS! The script and "check-in
roster" are both posted on the club website for
you to download and use as a NCS!
The month of June we had four (4) Wednesday's,
and it went this way:

Check-ins Net Control station
KA5PVB - Chuck
KI5ANQ - Scott

******Total of 68 check-ins for the month of
June! ********
If you don't have the time to check-in to the net
and participate in the round-table discussion, take
a minute of your time and check-in as an "in-andout" (you're in for the head count, but not
participating in the actual net). ALL participation
is appreciated and encouraged!
During the month of June we had check-ins from
the following hams on the Echo-Link System as
follows:
W5RHN - Bob from Crystal Falls, MI.
(summer home) (3 times)
K5FRN - Fran in Crystal Falls, MI ( 3
times)
KG5DW - Don was in Oklahoma
KE7BEN - Ben from Draper, UT.
KD5ITD - Radar was aboard the USS
Lexington in Corpus Christi, TX.
I would like to thank KG5HEJ - Al in Terlingua
for keeping up appraised of the Echo-Link
activity during our net times! VERY MUCH
APPRECIATED!
I want to specifically thank our six (6) Net
Control stations for all of their efforts on behalf of
the club's 2 meter net for the entire year. It just
wouldn't have happened if you were NOT there!
Our Net Control Stations are:
KF5KMA - Dan, KG5BMK - Chuck, KG5LMG Marvin, N5BBJ - Bruce, and W5RHN - Bob, and
KI5AXS - Scott

